THE MODERN KITCHEN
SILVERWARE, POTS & OTHER SMALL
ITEMS HAGALAH (boI/ing In water)
Rolled lips, seams or cracks, which cannot be
cleaned, will require torching of those areas .
Utensils should be immersed one at a time into
a pot of boiling water that is on the fire. Water
should be allowed to return to a boil before
the next item is placed in the pot. The pol can
be non-Passover, provided it is clean, has not
been used for 24 hours, and water is וf rsl boiled
in Ihe pot and discarded. Larger items can be
submerged in the water one par1 at a time .
Utensils should then be rinsed  חןcold water.

GAS STOVETOP UBUN (bum זngj &
COVER The stovetop surface and grates

ELECTRIC

STOVETOP

LIBUN

( burn זng) & COVER The stovetop
surface should be cleaned well and
covered with foil .  זhe burners should be
turned on until they glow red .

GLASS STOVETOP CANNOT BE
KASHERED & MUST BE COVERED

(pouring bolllng water) (for
those who kasher plastic)
The coffee maker must be
cleaned well and not used
for 24 hours. Remove K-cup
holder and perform hagalah
or iruy on K-cup holder. Run
a Kosher for Passover K-cup in
the machlne (this will kasher
the top pin).

 זhe stovetop surface should be cleaned
well and no! used for 24 hours.
During Pesach pots should not be placed
dlrectly  חסthe stove surface, but rather aח
alumi  חum (or other metal) disk should be
placed directly under the pot
 חסe shouןd  חot cover the e חtire g ןass top
surface as this might cause it /0 overheat
a חdcrack.

ELECTRIC MIXER
NOT RECOMMENDED
Because of the dlfficulty in
cleaning DU! the housing of
the mixer from fine particles
of flour, one should not use
their year-round mixer on
Passover. The mixer blades ,
though, can be clea  חed and
kasוf ered with hagaןah .
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METAL TEA KE חLE
HAGALAH (bolllng In wate ןr

HOTWATER URN. WATER COOLER
IRUY (pourlng bolli חg water)

~

STAINLESS STEEL SINK IRUY

should be cleaned well and  חot used for
24 hours .
The stovetop surface should be covered
with foil. The stovetop grates can be
replaced or they should be burned out in
the oven @ 550· F for o חe hour.

Um only used for heating water: Run
hol water through the water tap for 10
seconds, while pouring bolling water
from a kettle over the water tap .
Urn a/so used to wann food (e.g. to
warm challah): Nol recommended .
Must be put away for the hollday
Water Cooler In addition to pouring boiling water over tap, replace water bottle .

(pouring bolllng water)
Remove drain. [It is recommeחded
that the drai חbe replaced. If Ihis
is difflcult, it may be used ;r the
drai חhas large holes that ca חbe
completely scrubbed clea]ח
It is preferable to kasher a
sink by pouring boiling water
i חconju  חctio  חwilh a  חeveח
melube  חe ( וa heated sto  חe). In
Ileu of kas וf eri חg with a heated
stone, some will place a rack חס
the bottom of the sink. or use
a sink inser1. CERAMIC SINK
CA אNOT BE KASHERED &
MUST BE COVERED The sink

should  חot be used with hot water
for 24 hours. Remove drain. [It is
recomme  חded that tוf e drai חbe
replaced. If /hjs is difficuןt. a חd
t/Je drain /Jas large holes a חd caח
be completely scrubbed clea ח,
tוf e חit ca חbe kashered ןt should
 חot be used for 24 hours prior to
kashering).
The sink should be completely
clea  חand dry.
The sink should be covered with
layers of cO  חtac! paper or foil; it is
best to purchase a sink inser1.

The same treatment as for
pots applies here. Although
it is uncommon for anything
but water 10 be put into a tea
kettle, nevertheless it must be
kashered. זea kettles often sit
on Ihe stove, and il is common
for them to get spritzed with
hot food .

SELF-CLEAN OVENS LIBUN (buming) Remove any visible
food. Complete self-cleaning cycle with racks in place .

NON-SELF-CLEANING  סVEN UBUN (burning) Clean all
surfaces (walls, floor, dODrs and racks) thoroughly with a caustlc
cleanser (e.g. Easy Off). Pay special altention to thermostat, oven
window, and edges of the oven chamber. Black dlscoloration
that is flush with the melal need  חot be removed. Oven should
not be used for 24 hours. PI"ce racks i חthe oven and tur  חthe
oven 10 broll (highest heat) for 60 mlnutes. A broiler pan that
CDmes in direct contacl with food should  חot be used .
Note: The method of kashering described above is based  חסthe
ruliחg of Rav Aharo חKotfer Z('I. Howeve" Rav Moshe Feiחslei חz'!1
IVןed that the ove  חmust either be kashered with a blow !orch, or חס
iחse t זshould be p ןaced i חthe ove ח. CO חsult your rabbi for guida  חce.
WARMING DRAWERS UBUN (burning) Typically warmi חg
drawers do nol get 10 ןibu חkal temperature. Therefore, unless
o  חe is experienced in kasheriחg with a torch, warming drawers
are not recommended for use on Pesach .

II

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
MICROWAVES HAGALAH (boili  חg i  חwater) (Ior those who
kasher plastiC) The microwave musl be cleaned well and nol
used for 24 hours. Glass turntable should be removed and
replaced with new kosher for Passover surface. A styroloam
cup should be filled wilh wa\er and boiled i חthe microwave for
10 minutes. The cup should be refilled and moved to a  חother
spot and the process repeated for 10 more mi  חutes. Cardboard
or contacl paper should be taped over the glass wi  חdow pa  חe
for the duratio  ח01 Passover.

LIBUN GUR - Burning
HAGALAH - Boiling
IRUY KLI RISHON - Poured Boiling Water
EVEN MELUBENET - Heated Stone

REFRIGERATORS. FREEZERS. FOOD
SHELVES & PANTRIES CLEAN & COVER

STAINLESS STEEL, GRANITE. COMPOSITE
STONE (E.G. QUARTZ) OR FORMICA
COUNTERTOPS IRUY (pouring boili חg
water) OR COVERING It is preferable 10
kasher a countertop by pouring boiling waler

These areas should be thoroughly cleaned,
paying special attention to Ihe edges where
crumbs may gel Irapped. The surfaces should
be lined with paper or plastic.
Note: Refrigerators and freezers w{{{ operate
more efficiently if ho{es are poked in the fining
to allaw air flow'

i חco j חunction wilh an even melubenet. There
are differenl opinions as to whe\her formica (or
plastic) counlertops can be kashered for Pesach .

CERAMIC TILE COUNTERTOPS CANNOT
BE KASHERED & MUST BE COVERED The
counter should be covered with a water-resista  חt

BABY HIGH CHAIR
COVERED
The tray should be
covered with conlacl
paper. The seat, legs
and bars should be
wiped dow ח
soapy rag .

DISHWASHERS HAGALAH
(boillng  חןwate 1 וKasherl  חg of
d/shw8shers is a complicated
process and should only be
done in consultation with a
halachic authority.

TABLES COVERED Allhough wooden lables
can be kashered, the common cuslom is 10 clean
tables well and then cover them .
TABLECLOTHS. KITCHEN GLOVES•
APRONS & OTHER FABRIC ITEMS WASH
Fabric Items can be kashered by washing \hem
with detergent i  חwashing machine set " חסhot"
Items should be checked to make sure no pleces
01 food remain a\tached .

.t:::
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will describe the standard method of purg·
ing flavor from the most common items.
Utensils made from the following
materials cannot be kashered: Ceramicall types-including brick, china, co:ffee
mugs and enamel; glass-all forms-in~
cluding Corning Ware, Corelle, fiberglas:
porcelain enamel (for example, porcelain
PURGING
sinks and enamelized pots), Pyrex or
In addition to cleaning, most items require
Thermoses; plastic-Rabbinical authorisome form ofhot purging in order to reties disagree as to whether it is possible t
move tbe fiavor that has been absorbed. As
kasher plastic and other synthetic materi!
a rule, any utensil that came in contact with
als (including Tefion, rubber, Formica).
hot food, was washed with hot water or was You should consult your local rabbi. If
used to store liquids, requires hot purging.
a synthetic material is a minority comA comprehensive analysis regarding when
ponent of a substance (like Silverstone),
hot purging is required and how one determany rabbis believe that one may kasher
mines which form of purging is e:ffective is
beyond the scope of this article. Rather we
(ontinued on page 30

and handle; slotted spoons; sponges ;
toothbrushes .
Additionally, the common cusסtm is סt
cover tables, counters, refrigerator shelves
and other areas where one might not have
been able to clean away every trace of
chametz.

KASHERING

for

PESACH
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• By Rabbi Eli Gerstein,
Halachic (oordinator OU Kosher
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ne of the many preparations one' must
make for Pesa~h is kashering, a process
to prepare chametz utensils for Pesach use .
(Although most people only kasher their
utensils in preparation for Pesach, the fol lowing directions apply to kashering all
year-round as well.) As with all areas of
haiachah, those who are unsure ofhow to
apply the rules of kashering to their situation
should consult their local Orthodox rabbi .

GENERAl RUlES
There are two steps in kashering:
1. Cleaning: removing al1 tangible traces
of chametz, and
2. Purging: using heat to remove al1 ab-
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sorbed chametz flavor.

ClEANING
Al1 chametz utensils that wil1 be used for
'-Pesach must first be thoroughly cleaned.
This involves the removal of al1 food ,
tust, dirt, calcium deposits and anything
else that protrudes; it does not include
the removal of discolorations. Items
which have narrow cracks, crevices, deep
scratches or other areas that cannot easily
be cleaned, cannot be kashered for Pesach.
Therefore, the following, for example,
cannot be kashered: Colanders; decanters
or baby bottles (due to their narrow necks)
; filters/screens over drains in sinks; graters; kni~es (or other utensils  כwhere food
or dirt can get trapped between the blade
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personally prepare unique gourmet
meals for your dining pleasure.
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Kashering a Non-Self-CleaningOven:
1. Clean walls, :floor, door, ceiling and
it, even if one does not normally kasher
racks thorougbly with an abrasive
cleaner (for example, Easy-Off) to
artificial materials.
remove tangible chametz. Pay special
As a rule, materials such as fabric, metal,
wood, rubber and stone (for example,
attention to the temperature gauge, the
granite and marble) can be kashered.
window in the door and the edges of
the oven chamber. Black discolorations
SPECIFIC ITEMS
that are :flush with the metal need not be
All methods of kashering noted in this
removed.
section presuppose that the equipment
2. Once the oven is clean, it is preferable
was thoroughly cleaned, as described
that it remain unused for twenty- four
above.
hours.
3. Place the racks back into the oven, and
SllVERWARE, POTS & OTHER ITEMS
turn the ov~n to broil for one and-aSmall items are kashered with hag'alah,
halfhours.
which involves three,stages:
4. Pesach food or pans may be placed
1. Not using the utensil for anything,
directlY,on the door or racks once the
including non-chametz use, for twentyoven has·been kashered.
four hours. This also applies to the (nonIf the oven has a separate broiler chamPesach) pot in which the hag'alah water
ber, it should be kashered in the same
will be boiled.
manner as the oven chamber.
2. Submerging the utensil in boiling water
A broiler pan that comes in direct conthat is over the fire. The water must be
tact with food cannot be kashered.
at a rolling boil before the utensil to be
Note: The method ofkashering ovens
kashered is put into it, and the water
described above is based on the ruling of
must touch every surface of the utensil.
Rav Aharon Kotler zt'l. However, Rav
Therefore, each item should be kashered
Moshe Feinstein ruled that the oven must
individually, and the water should be aleither be kashered with a blowtorch, or that
lowed to retum to a boil before the next
an insert should be placed into the oven for
item is placed into the pot. Large utensils
the duration ofPesach. Consult your own
may be submerged in the water one part
rabbi for guidance.
ata time.
3. Removing the utensil from the water
STOVETOPS
and rinsing it in cold water.
The grates of a gas stovetop should be
(ontinued from page 29

OVENS
Kasbering a Self-Cleaning Oven:
1. Remove any visible pieces of food (or
other items) from the oven;
2. Go through one complete self cleaning
cycle with the racks in place.
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kashered in the oven chamber in the same
manner described above. For an electric
stovetop, simply clean the coils and tum on
high for ten minutes. If you have a glass(ontinued on page 31
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topped stovetop, consult your rabbi for
directions regarding the permissibility of
use for Pesach or koshering-Plethods.
For a gas or electric stove, it is preferable
to replace the drip pans that are under the
burners; ifthis is not possible, the area should be
covered with aluminum
foil. The work area between the burners should
be cleaned and covered
with aluminum foil. The
knobs and handles of the
oven and stovetop should
be wiped clean.

SINKS
Kashering a Stainless Steel Sink:
1. If the filter covering the drain has very
fine holes, remove the filter and put
it away for Pesach with the chametz
dishes. If the holes are larger, the filter
may be kashered along with the sink.
2. Clean the sink, faucet and knobs, and
don't use the sink for anything other
than cold water for twenty-four hours.
3. Boil water in one or more large pots
(clean pots that have not been used for
twenty-fourhours). The pots may be
chametz pots.
4. Dry the sink, then pour the boiling
water over every spot on the walls
and fioor of the sink and on the faucet. One may kasher part of the sink
and then boil more water for the rest
of the sink. Extreme care should be
taken during this type of kashering to
ensure that nO!l€ of the boiling water
splashes ontb the person doing the
kashering or others who are nearby.
5. Rinse the sink and faucet with cold water.

6. Put a new filter over the drain. One
should also purchase new sponges anl
a fresh bottle of dishwashing liquid.
Kashering a Porcelain Sink: .
Since a porcelain sink
cannot be kashered,
one shoUld kasher the
faucet and knobs as
outlined above and, f01
fue duration ofPesach,
place a basin (or insert:
into the sink. A11
dishes, silverware, etc.,
_should be washed in
the basin, and wash-water can be disposed
ofthrough the sink's drain. One should be
careful not to a1low the sink to fill with hot
water while the basin is in the sink.

REFRIGERATORS, FREEZERS, FOOD
SHElVES AND PANTRIES
These areas should be thoroughly
cleaned, paying special attention to the
edges where crumbs may get trapped,
and the shelves lined with paper or
plastic. The refrigerator and freezer will
operate more efficiently if one pokes a
few holes in the lining.

TABlECLOTHS, KITCHEN GLOVES, APRONS
& OTHER FABRICS
Any item made of fabric can be kashered
by washing it in a washing machine set on
'hot' an(l then checking to make sure that
no pieces of food remain attached to .it.
Vinyl and plastic-lined tablecloths cannot
be kashered.8
Chag kasher vesame'ach!
May you l'iave a kosher and an
enjoyable Pesach!

Kosber Cou11tertops
Get to work on ~our working surface

• 8y Rabbi Y. Dov Krakowski
Marble and granite countertops
can be kashered for Pesach. This can
be accomplished by thoroughly cleaning the countertop. After one is sure
that the countertop is completely clean
and free of aII food residue and dirt,
the surface must not be used for a full
24 hours (it isn't a problem to leave
objects on the surface during this period but hot pots and liquids shouldn 't
be placed on it). At the end ofthe 24
hour waiting period, make sure that the
surface is stilI dirt-free and pour boiling
water over the entire surface taking
special care that all areas are covered
by the boiling water. One may boil a
second pot and so forth and kasher the
counter surface part by part. Note:
special care should be taken that all
seams of the countertop are cleaned
thoroughly before kashering. This can
be accomplished by running a toothpick
back and forth multiple times.
Even a:fier koshering the countertops

the prevalent minhag is still to cover them
as it is difficult to say for certain that the
countertops are completely clean.
'C aesar Stone (Even Caesar) looks
and resembles reaI marble, but it isn't.
Caesar Stone is actually made from
90+% !ioUnd quartz crystals and 10%
or less glue and dyes. The glue acts to
solidify the quartz crystals into a solid
mass and then the mass is placed in a
low heat oven to dry into a marble-like
substance. As such it would seem that
this Caesar Stone is halachically porous
and therefore cannot be kashered. Therefore Caesar Stone should be thoroughly
cleaned and then covered (some opinions
maintain that it should be covered with
two or more layers).
Glass, wood, ceramic, and Formica
countertops cannot be Kashered.
Therefore they should be cleaned
thoroughly and covered (some opinions
maintain that they should be covered
with two or more layers) . •

